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A PARAMETRIC STUDY OF CENTRAL ANGLE OF TRAVEL 
AND TIME FOR REENTRY FROM NEAR-EARTH ORBITS 
By William R. Pruett
 
SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of reference 1, "General Parametric 
Study for Near-Earth Orbits," by Frank J. Suler. Contained in this 
report are the orbit-referenced' central angle of travel from retrofire 
to 400 000 ft and the time from retrofire to 400 000 ft as functions 
of true anomaly of retrofire. The same. ranges of retrograde pitch 
angles, retrograde AV's, and elliptical orbits are used in this report 
ad were used in reference 1. Sinc6 reference 1 presents reentry velo­
city and flight-path angle at 400 000 ft, this document and reference 1 
should be used together to obtain a more valuable picture of reentry 
conditions. 





Keplerian equations, a spherical rotating earth, and instantaneous 
velocity changes were used in this study. The solutions were obtained
 
from the general elliptical orbit and reentry program, E042. Beta
 
angles are measured positive clockwise from the local horizontal, For
 






The figures presented were plotted by an SC 4020 microfilm plotter. 
The plot program used (ref. 3) converts binary x-y coordinates gener- ... 
ated by an IBM 7094 computer into 4020 plot tapes. 
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First, the true anomaly increment used was ten degrees; therefore, 
a computed point is plotted every ten degrees. These points were sim­
ply connected by straight lines, and no attempt was made to fit a curve 
to them. Smoother curves could be obtained-by using a smaller comput­
ing interval, but this would greatly increase the computing time. 
This could not be justified since the errors encountered using a 10°
 
true anomaly increment were not significant when compared to other 
computation errors.
 
Second, errors existed because of the program's characteristics. 
In the program, true anomaly and time axe calculated from a computed 
value of flight-path angle. For the very slightly elliptical orbits 
which were considered, flight-path angles seldom exceeded ± 10, and 
calculations of true anomaly and time based on these angles were not 
extremely accurate. Some errors were found to be near +.o in true 
anomaly and t 60 seconds in time, but these errors were seldom exper­
ienced.- The average error in computation, for the reason stated, was 
about .50 in true anomaly and t 10 seconds in time. 
These errors were obtained by simply interpreting inconsistencies
 
in the plots and are not meant to be highly accurate. In fact, this 
entire explanation of the figures is intended only to explain why the 
figures are not extremely smooth, not to describe how large the
 
inaccuracies are. However, for the general mission planning for which.
 
this paper is intended, the data presented is felt to be quite satis­
factory.
 
Each of the figures presents both time from retrofire to 400 000 ft 
and orbit-referenced central angle of travel from retrofire to 400 0000 ft 
as functions of true anomaly of retrofire. Pitch angles of 00, 20', 400, 
600, 800, and 900 were used for each plot, and retrograde AV's of 
100 fps, 300 fps, 500 fps and 700 fps were used for each figure. If 
one or more of these parameters are not presented in a figure, reentry 
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Figure 1.- Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrof ire to 400 000 feet versus true anomaly of retrofire as functions of various 
piich angles for aconstant retrograde AV; ha ,,100 nautical miles and hn = 80 nautical miles. 
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Figure 3.- Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrofire to 400 000 feet versus true anomaly of retrofire as functions of various 
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(a)Retrograde AV = 100 fps. 
Figure 4.- Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrofire to 400 000 feet versus true anomaly of retrofire as functions of various 
pitch angles for a constant retrograde ,AV ha , 203 nautical miles and hn "S80 nautical miles. 
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Figure 19.- Concluded. 
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Figure 21. - Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrofire to 400 000 feet versus true anomaly of retrofire as functions of various 
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Figure 22.- Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrofire to 400 000 feet versus true anomaly of retrofire as functions of various
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Figure 24.- Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrofire to 400 000 feet versus true anomaly of retrofire as functions of various 
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Figure 24.- Continued. 
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Figure 27.- Continued. 
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Figure 31.- Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrofire to 400 000 feet versus true a6omaly of retrofire as functions of various 
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Figure 33. - Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrofire to 400 000 feet versus true anomaly of retrofire as functions of various 
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Figure 34.- Orbit referenced central angle of travel and tiine from retrofire to 400 (000feet versus true anomaly of retrofire ds functions of various 
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Figu re 35. - Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrofire to 400 00 feet versus true anomaly of retrofire as functions of various 
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Figu re 36. - Orbit referenced central angle of travel and time from retrofire to 400 0 feet versus true anomaly of retrofire as functions of various 
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